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1. HARITHAHARAM  -15
th

July,2022 

 

The main motto of “HARITHA HARAM” event is to make Telangana a green state with a 

forest cover of 33%. As a part of it, This event was held on 12
th

July,2021.  

NSS Program officers DrP.Padmavathi and DrB.Ashok participated along with 75 NSS and 

UBA volunteers.  

About 45 different types of plants like neem,mango,jamun etc were planted in and around 

college premises.Saplings were planted in different areas of college like beside sidewalk, on the 

divider ,around sports ground etc. 

 

 2.CLAY GANESHA Activity –August 29
th

 2022 

To carry forward the theme of sustainability and bring awareness regarding the usage of clay 

idols, as a part of “Ganesh Chathurthi” celebrations, we the team NSS have conducted an event 

named “CLAY GANESHA” in our college premises on 29-08-2022 & 30-08-2022. The main 

moto of the event was to spread awareness regarding the eco-friendly ganesha which also 

carried the essence of protecting nature from the deterioration caused by pop idols. Students 

were given an opportunity to showcase their creativity by making the clay idols. NSS 

Volunteers also acknowledged the consumers regarding the harmful effects and pollution 

caused by POP idols. Parallelly the clay idols which were procured were also sold at low cost to 

faculty, students and others.  

 

Students making “Ganesh” with clay. 



Students actively participating in Clay Ganesha event  

          
Volunteers selling Eco-friendly Ganesh to Students. 

3.NSS FORMATION DAY SEPTEMBER 2022 

‘NOT ME BUT YOU’-This reflects the essence of democratic living and upholds the need for 

selfless service and appreciation of the other person’s point of view and to show consideration 

for fellow human beings. 

The National Service Scheme was started to establish a meaningful linkage between the campus 

and the community. NSS was formally launched on 24th September 1969, the birth century year 

of the Father of the Nation. Therefore, 24 September is celebrated every year as NSS Day, with 

appropriate programs and activities. We celebrated NSS DAY on VNRVJIET college premises. 

Morning at Vellanki Rama Rao Bhavan entrance we displayed NSS achievements, pictures of 

activities, and events and displayed the NSS logo with rangoli. Not only that, but we also 

prepared a photobooth with an NSS logo and a slogan – ‘NOT ME, BUT YOU’.  Students took 

pictures with that photobooth. And, curiously, showed interest in knowing about the displayed 

things there. 

      

NSS LOGO RANGOLI                  DISPLAYING EVENTS, ACTIVITIES 



                                              

      PHOTOBOOTH                            NSS VNRVJIET ACHIEVEMENTS 

                                                                                                      

Afternoon we celebrated at the PG block seminar hall in the presence of NSS volunteers.  We 

started the event by discussing the memories of events, and We had the valuable presence of 

dignitary principal Dr C. D. Naidu, Director of Advancement Dr B Chennakesava Rao sir, and 

NSS coordinator Dr B Ashok sir. They share their thoughts with us. And Team NSS 

collaborated with Stentorian to spread awareness of Cancer. We conducted an elocution 

competition on kill cancer awareness organized by ISKCON. 

          

Dr C.D. Naidu sir sharing his thoughts   Student in the Elocution competition 

 

              NSS pledge 

  NSS Students played some random games, and we have a lot of fun. We also saw the video of 

the events conducted, and we recollect the memories of Team NSS and end the celebrations 

with an NSS clap. 

 



4.Diya Stall  October, 2022. 

Deepavali is one of the prominent festivals celebrated by everyone. Everywhere we see there 

are lighted lamps outside houses, illuminating the entire place. But, nowadays, we see electric 

lamps taking over the traditional diyas, which does not bring the essence of the festival. So, to 

bring back the use of the oil diyas, team NSS VNRVJIET has set up a diya stall in the campus 

on 22nd October, 2022.  

 

 

Diyas sold at the stall 

 

The diyas were brought by the Aasyam foundation for the mentally handicapped. The vendors 

came to the college in the afternoon and started the sale. Their prices ranged from Rs. 5 for the 

very tiny diyas to Rs. 200 for the fancy candles. Additionally, they also sold jute bags too. The 

stall got the attention of the students, faculty members, as well as the visitors who came to the 

college. The sales went well for the vendors as their diyas got sold at desirable prices. 

 

Students buying diyas from the stall 

It was only in the evening that the sale finally wrapped up and the vendors got a good profit. 

Overall, it was a successful event carried out by team NSS, in order to encourage the students 

and faculty to use traditional lamps and to promote buying from local vendors. 

 



 

NSS Volunteers with the vendors of Aasyam Foundation at the diya stall  

5. MENTAL HEALTH AWARENESS SESSION -21
st
 October, 2022. 

 “Anything that’s human is mentionable, and anything that is mentionable can be more 

manageable. When we can talk about our feelings, they become less overwhelming, less 

upsetting, and less scary.” — Fred Rogers 

Mental health has always been a stigma in our country. And awareness about it is few and far 

between. Our generation has always been open about the things we want and the things we feel, 

although not appreciated for it. To ensure that this keeps up, team NSS organized an awareness 

session on Mental Health and its importance on 21
st
 October, 2022. 

We collaborated with the team of Dr. Reddy’s Laboratories to organize an hour-long interactive 

session. Dr. Reddy’s Laboratories is an extremely-reputed pharmaceutical company located in 

Hyderabad. Their motive is to provide accessible medicines with impeccable quality. 

Anchors: Ms. Yashaswini Surepally, Mr. Sri Ram Chamala 

Speakers:  

1. Ms. Priyanka Rao, Happiness Coach, Counsellor & Founder of “Praharsha Kamal 

Welfare Organization” 

2. Dr. Raini Gupta, Program Manager  

 

Guest Speakers for Dr. Reddy’s Laboratories 

The entire session was divided into 2 parts:  

1. What is mental health and its stressors? 

2. How to overcome them? 



The students were provided an in-depth insight into mental health and its main stressors like 

depression, anxiety, burn-out, etc. The symptoms of these stressors and how “look” like were 

briefed over. The second part mostly comprised of tips and suggestions of how to identify and 

overcome the behaviours that affect our mental health negatively. The speakers were open to 

questions and were open to discussion. 

Overall, the event was an enormous success and an extremely important session to not just 

spread awareness on mental health but also to understand it. 

 

Team NSS Volunteers with Speakers 

6. Rastriya Ekta Divas (National Unity Day- October 31
st
 2022) 

United we Stand, divided we fall – Winston Churchill 

Rastriya Ekta Divas (National Unity Day) is celebrated every year on October 31
st
 to honour the 

birthday of Sardar Vallabhai Patel. As part of this day, Team NSS VNRVJIET has conducted a 

Unity Run in the campus to show respect to the great leader. 

The event started off by the NSS volunteers taking the NSS pledge, followed by the Unity Run. 

The volunteers, with the VNRVJIET banner in the front, started the run from the PG Block to 

the campus main gate and back. It was a great sight, seeing the vast number of volunteers 

participating in the run. 

 

 

NSS Volunteers and Faculty Coordinators taking the NSS Pledge 

Once the volunteers came back to the PG Block, the run ended with them doing the NSS clap. 

This was followed by the faculty coordinators giving a brief speech to the volunteers of the 

importance of the Unity run, and why it is important to celebrate Unity Day. 



In conclusion, the event was a huge success, with Team NSS VNRVJIET bringing out the 

importance of Unity Day, and it’s significance. 

 

NSS Volunteers at the Main Gate during the Unity Run 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



About 2000 Kgs of rice has been collected and distributed to orphanage centers like Ashriya 

foundation, Miyapur, sai Dutta foundation , Secunderabad, Vivekananada Oldage home –

Miyapur and also to slum area people in Miyapur. 

7. .FIST FULL OF RICE NONOVEMBER 2022 



 

8. NSS Orientation 30
th

 November 2022 

It's time to bridge the gap between students and the social club of our college. Team NSS, 

VNRVJIET scheduled an orientation program for 2nd yr students at the KS auditorium in our 

college premises on 30/11/22. To aware the students about the various activities and events 

conducted by Team NSS and let them involve and learn about the development of their skills 

through social service. The event started with a friendly interaction between the volunteers and 

the students, then the speakers gave a brief introduction to NSS Club and its establishment. 

 

          



Students gathered at Auditorium   Volunteers interacting with students 

We had the valuable presence of dignitary principal Dr C. D. Naidu, Director of Advancement 

Dr B Chennakesava Rao sir, and NSS coordinators Dr P Padmavathi madam and Dr B Ashok 

sir. 

 

To not make the session boring, volunteers planned for icebreakers, which made a good 

response from the students. Song guessing, Blur image guessing are the two games conducted 

for the icebreaker sessions. Then the short video of Team NSS volunteers was displayed on the 

screens. 

9. CLEAN INDIA PROGRAM 5
th

 January 2023 

 

Neknampur Lake, in Hyderabad, was previously a rubbish dump. Spread over 108 acres, this 

450-year old water body had often made the headlines for its continued pollution. It was the 

main source of drinking water before the drastic urbanisation took place here. Around this lake, 

there are about hundred apartments and gated communities that mushroomed in a short span of 

time. Sewage from Manikonda municipality and surrounding colonies is flowing into this lake. 

In 2017, the residents formed a committee to rejuvenate the lake, and with their efforts, the lake 

has been beautified.  

                                                                                     

          

https://www.edexlive.com/40-under-40/2019/jun/10/after-making-neknampur-lake-a-biodiversity-hotspot-madhulika-choudhary-through--dhruvansh-is-mobi-6552.html


Historic Neknampur lake turns civic sewage             With 3,500 saplings, floating islands help                                                                                                                 

dump                                                                                       rejuvenate  Neknampur Lake  by NGO                                  

            

 On 5
th

 of January 2023, Team NSS VNRVJIET organized Clean India program as a part 

of which Neknampur lake situated in Manikonda area of Hyderabad was selected to clean the 

garbage dumped in and out of the lake. In this program about 50 NSS volunteers and 130 

second year B.Tech students of CSE – Cybersecurity and Datascience domains participated 

under the guidance of NSS program Officers DrP.Padmavathi , DrB.Ashok  along with 

DrK.Madhavi,faculty of H&S Dept CSE faculty members Mrs Neha,Mrs Sunanda, 

Mr.Manmoth Das and Mr.Vijaya Raghavan. This program was done with collaboration of 

Dhruvan, an NGO lead by Mrs.Madhulika Chaudhary which works for the protection of 

lakes in the Hyderabad city. 

Previously known as Ibrahim cheruvu, this lake is located a stone’s throw away from the 

historic Golconda fort. Students have understood that this lake is under constant threat and 

encroachment due to construction activities in the surrounding area. The rubble and 

construction waste is dumped into the water body opposite Taramati Baradari, and activists 

like Madhulika chaudhary founder of Dhruvan an NGO organization which works for the 

protection of lakes have adopted this lake with environmental concern.  

After one hour long journey from the College campus , students have reached the  lake 

location thereafter interacted with Mrs.Madhulika and got some valuable insights on how 

engineering can highly modify the ecosystem and save the nature from distructions. All the 

students were very much excited to see the lake and have listened with great interest the 

history of the lake and the activities they were taking up under Dhruvan society was 

explained by Madhulika Chaudary . 

Later all the students were divided into groups with two NSS volunteer as the Team leaders.  

The enthusiastic students participated in the drive and started cleaning the surroundings  of 

the lake Neknampur picking up the plastics ,rags and non bio-degradable waste from the 

surroundings of the lake and gave their best in cleaning the lake  surroundings. 

..                                               Students near the lake  



 

Students picking up the garbage 

 

                                             Students with collected waste  



 

 

 

   NSS Students with NSS Program Officers NGO Founder Mrs Madhulika  

 

Students receiving Appreciation certificates from Mrs.Madhulika  

The field visit was completed with NGO founder appreciated the service done by the students 

and awarded them certificate of Appreciation. This kind of field trips builds all round 

development for students which helps to strengthen the team spirit and gives a chance to 

realize their social reasonability. All the students returned back to college with satisfaction of 

giving something back to society and thanked the college Principal Dr.C.D.Naidugaru, 

Director DrB.Chennakesava Rao garu and the college management for giving this 

opportunity.   

 



 

10. SAARADHI-TEAM NSS (24 Jan 2023 -25 Jan 2023) 

 ‘SAARADHI’ includes many events which are organised by the social clubs of VNRVJIET 

college under Convergence, where it is the Technical Symposium conducted every year in the 

college. The basic idea is “Engineers leading society”. The role of an engineer is to tackle some 

of the problems faced in society; helping to save lives and create new strategies for 

technological advancements, which can improve the way we live, the way we engage in society, 

and the way we respond to global issues. Considering these thoughts this year Team NSS of 

VNRVJIET came up with some events: SOCH, I’M NOT A HERO, PARISHEELAN, WILL 

YOU BE MY TEACHER and organised a stall.  

NSS GALLERY 

In NSS Gallery we represent the events, and activities which we do throughout the year, and it 

helps the audience in knowing the goal and reach of the things we do, which brings up curiosity 

in them and motivates them to involve in those events for the next time.                         

                  

 Fig.1:  NSS Gallery representing events.                                                           

SOCH 

SOCH is an idea presentation competition on various social impacts. On 24 Jan 2023 Team 

NSS VNRVJIET conducted SOCH in collaboration with BV CSRB, a leading organization in 

the field of community-Driven Development in India, and established the centre for social 

Entrepreneurship and Responsible business. VNRVJIET students present over 13 innovative 

ideas. These ideas are evaluated by respective judges, Dr K SUBHASH BABU, MS. B. 

PRATHYUSHA, and MR. VIJENDER M.A in Social Entrepreneurship from TISS Mumbai. 

Manager, Social Entrepreneurship, BVCSRB]. Based on the criteria which include idea 

Innovativeness(20M), Feasibility(10M), Impact(10M), Sustainability(20M), User-centered 

design(15M), scalability(15M), team compatibility(10M) judges declare the first three winners 

as 1. Team Sonify: Charan, 2. Team Sheekers : Hima Sameera, N.Sahiti and 3. Team Fellow 

Humans: M.V.Ashray Shravan, Tushar Chowdhary 



  

                 Fig.2: Students actively presenting their ideas as a part of SOCH. 

I’M NOT A HERO 

On 25 Jan 2023, the TEAM NSS conducted "I am Not a Hero" to bring students to listen to the 

stories of unsung heroes who are making society a better place to live in. It will be a mutual 

discussion on the areas the speakers are working on. Students can also put forth their queries 

and get to know more. Speakers of the event are: ARUN DANIEL YELLAMATY KUMAR -

Founder and Director of Youngistaan Foundation. Arun dedicated his time and effort to creating 

a platform for community change-makers. He has succeeded in creating many young leaders 

who carry forward the work of social transformation and motivates many others. 

SARASWATHI KAVULA- she has done organic farming (Natural and organic farming). She 

does protest about unscientific things. She is unmarried and a feminist. In the form of cheneta 

Santha they supply organic things. Works on Environmental and natural things. KAUMUDI 

NAGARAJU- Founder & CEO, Learning Space Foundation (non-profit organization). She is 

working towards co-creating a safe and better world that works well for children and women — 

where their basic needs for safety, health and respect are met, and they can focus on growing. 

 

                         Fig.3,4,5: Speaker's interaction with students    

 



PARISHEELAN 

PARISHEELAN idea is to capture diverse perspectives of people on current social issues. On 

24 & 25 Jan 2023 parisheelan Board is placed at NSS Gallery in which problem statements are 

written, and people stick their thoughts and solution notes on the board.  

 

Fig.6: Students writing their views towards the problem statement. 

WILL YOU BE MY TEACHER 

In learning, you will teach, and in teaching, you will learn. “Inspiring the young aspiring minds 

which are blossoming and are ready to dream, setting their life goals. Hope is all that could be 

offered by us. "Team NSS invited 9th and 10th standard students of ZPHS school Pragathi 

Nagar to VNRVJIET college and had a college tour for the students. Explaining to them about 

the college facilities. And had a session about career guidance. 

 

                                       Fig.7: Career Guidance Session 

UN SUSTAINABLE GOALS 

Team NSS VNRVJIET focused to create awareness among the 17 UN Sustainable goals and 

share its importance to follow peers, juniors and senior. 

 

                             Fig.8: UN Sustainable Goals shaped in the structure of NSS. 



11. Republic Day 2023 

Republic Day is an important day in India, celebrated annually on January 26th. It marks 

the anniversary of the adoption of the Indian Constitution in 1950.  

The event was attended by the college principal, members of the teaching staff, and 

students. The ceremony began with the saluting parade. All the clubs participated in the 

parade from D-Block to Sinti Stage where the National flag is hoisted. Each club 

representative offered flowers to the Bharata Mata. This year we team NSS participated in 

the parade with the theme – “Unity and Diversity”. After the parade, the National flag is 

hoisted by the college’s final year topper RATNA KEERTHANA NANDURI from the 

CS-BS branch. 

 

Ratna Keerthana hoisting the flag 

After the flag hoisting, Principal and Director Sir addressed students. Then all the students 

were requested to occupy the Auditorium seats to see the performance of Live Wire and 

Crescendo clubs.  The event concluded with the distribution of refreshments among the 

attendees. 

 

         

NSS Club in Salute Parade 

 

 

 

 

 



 

12. NSS Induction for Fresher’s 

Team NSS has organized an induction program for the freshers on 1
st
 

February,2023.The session started of with the interaction with the students along 

with some  fun activities. Followed by introduction from volunteers, followed by 

the motto and the logo of our team. This was succeeded by the explanation of 

events conducted by NSS and domains. 

 

Volunteer explaining about NSS Events 

     

Dr. P. Padmavathi mam and Dr. B. Ashok sir addressing the students.         

                               

Our respected faculty coordinators, Dr. P. Padmavathi mam and Dr. B. Ashok sir 

addressing the students, giving then the insights and encouraging them to 

participate in the events. 

After that volunteers conducted ice-breakers to refresh the mood of the students. 

They conducted 2 ice-breakers where one is guessing the movie name from 

puzzled picture and other is guessing Telugu songs from English lyrics. 

     



    

NSS volunteer sharing their learnings     Ice-Breakers 

Volunteers of the team have shared their learnings. The event was then concluded 

with a vote of thanks. 

13. Report on FOOD & NUTRITION Session 

“Your diet is a Bank account. Good food choices are good investments” 

In today's fast-paced world, it is crucial to maintain a healthy and balanced diet to ensure a 

healthy mind and body. Nutrition plays a vital role in maintaining our health, and it is essential 

to understand the importance of a nutritious diet. 

The online session was hosted by Sangata Das, Nutritionist at Nestle and was titled "Food & 

Nutrition Session." The session lasted an hour on 19
th

 Feb 2023 and covered various aspects of 

food and nutrition. The dietitian began the session by discussing the importance of balanced 

meals and how different food groups provide the necessary nutrients for our bodies. She 

emphasized the need to consume a variety of foods and the importance of portion control. 

The dietitian then discussed the different macronutrients, namely carbohydrates, proteins, and 

fats, and their roles in our bodies. She explained that carbohydrates provide energy, proteins 

help build and repair tissues, and fats aid in the absorption of vitamins and minerals. The 

dietitian also discussed fiber's importance and its role in maintaining digestive health. 

The food and nutrition online session provided valuable insights into healthy eating habits and 

emphasized the importance of making informed food choices. By following the key takeaways, 

individuals can improve their overall health and well-being. With the increasing availability of 

online resources, it has become easier to access information on healthy eating habits, and 

individuals should take advantage of these resources to make positive changes in their lifestyles. 

   



   

Participants & the questions they asked 

 

                                 Session ended with clarification of doubts of students. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

                   

Volunteers conducting Icebreakers 

Then a brief explanation of all the events/activities which will take place in the NSS club in 

an academic year in and out of the college, in detail. The students were made to know about 

the events such as the NSS camp, appreciation drive, blood donation camp, Fist full of rice, 

etc. Also, they were told briefly about how one could experience development in one's own 

personality. 

Later alumni of NSS shared their experiences of their journey in the club NSS. 

         

     A brief explanation of events Alumni Mr SharathKumar  Sharing his experiences 

 

 


